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Bestehender Kundestamm mit hohem 
Trafficvolumen

Verfügbarkeit von qualitativ hochwertigen 
Daten

Hohe Kompetenz im Bereich 
Netzwerke/BigData/maschinelles Lernen 
durch Kooperation DE-CIX/BTU

Leistungsfähige und teure Forwarding 
Hardware wird  im Moment nur im Bezug 
auf Bandbreite aber nicht im Bezug auf 
sonstige Fähigkeiten (z.B. Filterung von 
Verkehrsdaten) ausgereizt
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Vermarktung von DDoS-Schutz an große 
Anzahl bereits angeschlossener Netzwerke 
mit steigendem Bedarf

Kompetenz im Bereich Netzwerke/Big 
Data/maschinelles Lernen und exzellente 
Datenlage für die Entwicklung überlegener 
Lösungen nutzen

Potential leistungsfähiger Forwarding 
Hardware für DDoS-Schutz ausnutzen um 
den Deckungsbeitrag zu erhöhen

Konkurrenz durch neue Markeintritte, z.B. 
durch Rechenzentrumsbetreiber

Mangelnde Differenzierung von Konkurrenz R
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Entwicklung neuer Produkte (z.B. DDoS- 
Schutz) um Attraktivität des Kernproduktes 
Peering zu erhöhen und um sich von 
Konkurrenz abzusetzen

Forschungsförderung für schnellen 
Markteintritt nutzen, frühe Amortisierung  
anstreben

Abbildung 4.1: SWOT-Analyse mit sich ergebenden Handlungsempfehlungen.

Der Lehrstuhl für Rechnernetze und Kommunikationssysteme (RNKS) der BTU Cottbus–Senftenberg
unter der Leitung von Prof. Oliver Hohlfeld verfügt über langjährige Erfahrung im Bereich der Konzeption und
Implementierung von Kommunikationsprotokollen und -systemen, insbesondere bei der Analyse von Netzwerk-
verkehr und damit zusammenhängenden Sicherheitsaspekten. Im direkten Projektbezug stehen Erfahrung im
Bereich der empirischen Untersuchung und Verarbeitung großer Mengen von Messdaten zur Netzwerksteue-
rung und des (adaptiven) Netzwerkmonitoring. Hierzu zählen Erfahrungen mit der Konzeption von Musterer-
kennungsverfahren zur Analyse von Netzwerkverkehr, wie sie im Projekt zur Identifikation von DDoS Angriffen
Anwendung finden. Projektrelevante Vorarbeiten beinhalten insbesondere die Analyse von Messdaten aus IXP
und ISP Netzen. Im DFG Sonderforschungsbereich 1053 MAKI werden beispielsweise adaptive und selbstler-
nende (Machine Learning) Verfahren zur Selbstadaption von Netzwerken und deren Monitoring untersucht.

Auf dem Gebiet der IT-Sicherheit forscht und lehrt der Lehrstuhl kontinuierlich seit 1993, insbesondere auf
dem Gebiet der Angriffserkennung (Intrusion Detection) und des Netzmonitorings. Frühere Projekte unter-
suchten beispielsweise die Weiterentwicklung von Einbruchserkennungs- und Firewall-Techniken, damit diese
mit neuen Anwendungen und immer höheren Datenraten heutiger und zukünftiger Netze Schritt halten kön-
nen. Lösungen zur Steigerung von Sicherheit und Privatsphäre für Cloud-basierte Dienstleistungen wurde
beispielsweise im Rahmen des Projektes SSICLOPS (Scalable and Secure Infrastructures for Cloud Opera-
tions, gefördert durch die EU im Rahmen von Horizon 2020, Laufzeit 2015-2018) untersucht. Der Lehrstuhl
bringt insbesondere seine ausgewiesene Expertise in der Anwendung von Machine Learning Verfahren zur
Analyse Netzwerkverkehr und (Sicherheits-) Eigenschaften vernetzter Systeme in das Projekt ein.

4.3 Assoziierte Partner

Die BENOCS GmbH betreibt Network Telemetrie und Analytics Lösungen für die Ana-
lyse und Optimierung von Datenströmen in ISP Netzwerken. BENOCS als assoziierter
Partner wird AIDA durch die Einbringung der Kompetenz im ISP Bereich unterstützen.

Die Anexia Gruppe erbringt IT-Dienstleistungen und betreibt dazu ein weltumspan-
nendes Netz mit 89 internationalen Serverstandorten und rund 10.000 aktiven Kun-
den. Anexia trägt die praxisrelevante ISP-Sicht zu AIDA bei. Insbesondere fließen ihre Erfahrungen mit Black-
holing und Anforderungen in Bezug auf Leistungsfähigkeit, Schnittstellen und Spezifikation mit ein.

Die Projektpartner haben bereits im Vorfeld erfolgreich und vertrauensvoll zusam-
mengearbeitet. DE-CIX, BENOCS und die BTU arbeiten zusammen an der empiri-
schen Erforschung der Verbreitung neuer Internetprotokolle [25]. Anexia ist bereits
Kunde an allen DE-CIX Standorten.
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Overloading the Web Server 

Distributed Denial of Service Attack 
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Performing DDoS Attacks 

Requires 

technical expertise 

infrastructure ✔ 

à Use somebody else’s infrastructure 
protocol flaws, unprotected systems, … 
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I am lacking expertise: let me Google it 
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[Demo] 
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u  Analysis of booter leaked customer databases 
[NM’15], [USENIX LEET’13] 

u  Victims: [Springer Attacks, Intrusions & Defenses’16] 

u  Booter blacklists & website fingerprinting 
[NM’18], [CNSM’16], [Collab. Comput. Conf.’18] 

u  Blacklist based booter market study 
[Commag’17] 

6!

What is known about Booters 
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Do they deliver what they promised? 
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Let’s try to attack our own infrastructure 
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Measurement Infrastructure 

Our 
measurement AS IXP

…. 
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Buying Booter Services 
IMC ’19, October 21–23, 2019, Amsterdam, Netherlands Daniel Kopp, Ma�hias Wichtlhuber, Ingmar Poese, Jair Santanna, Oliver Hohlfeld and Christoph Dietzel

the FBI takedown, by applying the characteristics we learn from
our self-attack approach and the investigation of network tra�c of
our vantage points. In summary, our major contributions are:
• We investigate the anatomy of a booter attack by launching
attacks against our infrastructure. We were able to observe high
attack tra�c volumes of up to 20 Gbps.

• We present an overview of the current Internet threat landscape
through the lens of three major networks: tier-1 and tier-2 ISPs
and amajor IXP.We observe constant DDoS attacks, at thousands
of victims and tra�c rates of up to 600 Gbps.

• We seize the unique opportunity to study the e�ectiveness of an
FBI takedown targeting 15 booter services in December 2018. The
takedown immediately reduced the DDoS ampli�cation tra�c
to re�ectors. However, it did not have any signi�cant e�ect on
DDoS tra�c hitting victims or on the number of attacks observed.

2 VANTAGE POINTS
Our study is based on three vantage points—a major IXP, a Tier-1
ISP, and a Tier-2 ISP—that provide a unique perspective of DDoS
attack tra�c in the wild. None of the data sets contain any pay-
load.In addition, we perform active measurements of large sets of
domains within an observatory [17] to identify booter websites.
Major IXP. Anonymized and sampled IPFIX traces captured at a
major Internet Exchange Point (IXP) between Oct. 27, 2018 and Jan.
31, 2019 with 834B �ows were made available to us.
Tier-1 ISP. We obtained Net�ow traces from all border routers
(ingress only) of a Tier-1 ISP. IP addresses are anonymized and
�ltered by protocol and port, resulting in 6.6B �ows records for
the period of Dec. 12 to Dec. 30, 2018. The trace contains tra�c to
i) �xed-line end-users, ii) cellular customers, and iii) transit tra�c.
Tra�c from end-users and customers was not recorded.
Tier-2 ISP. The second ISP dataset was anonymized and �ltered
in the same way as the Tier-1 ISP. However, ingress and egress
tra�c is available in this data, meaning that end-user and customer
sourced tra�c is included. We gathered 470M �ow records from
Sept. 27, 2018 to Feb. 2, 2019.
IXP Observatory. To study booter properties by performing self-
attacks, we set up and operate an IXP-based DDoS observatory.
It comprises a measurement AS operated by us that is connected
to an IXP via a 10GE link. The AS interconnection consists of
multilateral peerings at the IXP and a transit link over the same
physical interface. Data collection is performed directly at the IXP
platform (sampled) and at the measurement AS itself (unsampled).
DNS andHTTPS observatory. To study the rise and fall of booter
websites, we use weekly crawls of all⇠140M .com/.net/.org domains
by obtaining zone �les and performing weekly DNS resolutions
and HTTPS website snapshots during January 2018 until May 2019.
The website snapshots enable us to identify booter websites.

3 BOOTER: VICTIM’S PERSPECTIVE
We start by taking a victims’ perspective to study the potential
damage that booter-based DDoS attacks can (a) directly cause to
their target (thereby updating earlier �ndings on booter attack
characteristics [9, 24, 47, 57]) and (b) the collateral damage to In-
ternet infrastructure caused by carrying attack tra�c. We do so by
purchasing services from popular booters to attack our dedicated
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A X Apr, Aug X X X X $8.00 $250
B X Jun-Sep X X X X $19.83 $178.84
C Apr-May X X $14.00 $89
D May X X $19.99 $149.99

Table 1: Booters used to attack our measurement AS. Booter
services used for self-attack in Section 3 indicated in bold.

measurement infrastructure at an IXP between April and Septem-
ber 2018. This provides us with a unique picture of current booter
service capabilities in the wild: how much DDoS tra�c they can
generate in light of powerful Tbps-level attacks. Our study provides
the �rst look into how reliable the promises of these services are,
e.g., premium membership bene�ts, promised attack protocols, and
duration. With our measurement infrastructure, we can draw con-
clusions about the DDoS tra�c landscape. Ultimately, we utilize
the self-attack to identify attack characteristics to later discover
DDoS attack tra�c at our vantage points.

3.1 Self-Attack Approach
Selected booter services. We select 4 popular booters (see Ta-
ble 1) from the booter blacklist [46] based on their Alexa website
rank (booter names anonymized). Two of the selected booters (A
& B) were later seized by the FBI-lead takedown. Three are still in
operation (seized booter A started using a new website after the
takedown). We purchase paid services from all booters including
cheaper (non-VIP) and one more expensive premium package (VIP)
from booter B. We use all booter services to launch attacks against
our measurement infrastructure. However, for the remainder of
this section we only consider attacks with relevant tra�c volumes.
These are mostly NTP based ampli�cation attacks, whereas also
CLDAP, DNS, and memcached-based attacks are o�ered.
Attacking our infrastructure. For our analysis, we passively cap-
ture all tra�c of the measurement platform. In addition, we obtain
sampled �ow traces of the IXP for tra�c directed to our server
and are therefore able to measure attack tra�c exceeding the ca-
pacity of 10 Gbps. The BGP router of our measurement platform
announces a /24 IPv4 pre�x and peers with a transit provider and
all IXP customers in a multilateral peering con�guration via the
IXP’s BGP re�ector [41]. This provides us with a similar network
setup compared to small to medium-sized organizations connected
to the Internet. For each attack, we select a new IP out of our /24
pre�x to isolate each individual measurement and to not confuse
di�erent attacks within our tra�c captures. We perform a post
mortem analysis of the passively measured attacks and derive the
attack tra�c volume and their network properties (e.g., number of
servers used for re�ection, number of ASes handing over tra�c).
Ethical considerations.Weperform controlledDDoS experiments
towards our measurement platform. To comply with measurements
ethics we (a) inform and synchronize with national authorities re-
garding legal/ethical implications of buying booter services, (b) min-
imize payments to booter services by limiting the number of di�er-
ent booters and o�ered service plans we buy (indicated in bold in
Table 1), (c) inform and synchronize with the IXP operator and up-
stream provider about attacks, (d) take precaution that su�cient IXP
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(a) DDoS attacks by paid non-VIP services. (b) Selected DDoS, measured at the IXP. (c) Overlap of NTP re�ectors over time.

Figure 1: Measurements of Self-Attacks

network bandwidth is available to minimize the in�uence on other
IXP members, (e) use an experimental AS with no customer tra�c,
(f) utilize an unused /24 pre�x that was allocated and announced
only for the experiment, (g) are prepared to shut down the experi-
mental AS and immediately stop attack tra�c by withdrawing and
blackholing the /24 in case of unexpected high tra�c volumes or
IXP members being negatively e�ected by our experiment (never
occurred), and (h) minimize the experiment duration.

3.2 Self-Attack Observations
Attack tra�c of non-VIP services. We show the results of 10
self-attacks on our measurement platform by non-VIP booter ser-
vices in Figure 1(a). It shows the received tra�c volume per second
(y-axis) for each attack. On the x-axis we display the number of
observed re�ectors (left plot) together with the number of neigh-
boring ASes from which we receive the tra�c (right plot). Each
data point represents one second of a measurement. In terms of
attack tra�c volume, we �nd that during the attacks tra�c levels
of up to ⇠2000Mbps are prevalent with a mean of 1440Mbps but
booters B and A peak at 7078 Mbps. These are the highest tra�c
levels reported during a non-VIP booter attack to date [47]. When
we focus on the number of re�ectors and peers from which the
tra�c is coming, we �nd that most booter attacks utilize between
⇠100 and ⇠1000 re�ectors distributed over 20–55 peer ASes (avg.
346 and 27 respectively). However, when we instantiate booter B
to use the connectionless LDAP (CLDAP) protocol the number of
re�ectors is 3519 distributed across 72 peer ASes. Thus, we learn
that the protocol used for ampli�cation seems to have an e�ect
on the number of re�ectors and IXP members transmitting tra�c.
Finally, we observe that NTP ampli�cation attacks are the most
potent attacks delivered by the booters included in our tests.

We next study how the attack tra�c is handed over to our AS at
the IXP, i.e., which fraction is received via transit and via peering.
To �rst study the maximum tra�c that can be received via peering
at the present IXP, we perform three attacks solely via IXP peering
and with disabled transit link (indicated as “no transit”) in Figure 4).
This enforces the usage of peering links even if the transit link
would have been a better routing option. In this case, the number
of individual IXP members (peers) sending tra�c increases from
below 30 to above 40 when the transit link is deactivated. While the
handover tra�c spreads now over more peers, the absence of a full

routing table limits the reachability of our AS when the transit link
is disabled. Consequently, we receive less attack tra�c, e.g., the
NTP attack volume of booter A decreases from up to 7 Gbps to less
than 3 Gbps (see Figure 1(a)). For NTP attacks with enabled transit,
we now receive most tra�c through the transit link (avg. 80.81%)
compared to the multilateral peerings at the IXP (avg. 19.19%).
Thus, the attack tra�c volumes reported in Section 4 captured at
the peering platform of the IXP will likely underestimate the true
attack sizes as the traces do not contain the customers’ transit links.
Attack tra�c of VIP services. Booter services advertise higher
priced premium services. For booter B, VIP o�erings charge 178.84$
compared to 19.83$ and promise higher attack tra�c rates of 80–100
Gbps instead of 8–12 Gbps for non-VIP services. We validate this
claim and launch two VIP attacks from booter B. In Figure 1(b), we
show that the NTP (blue line) and Memcached (red line) attacks
generated tra�c rates with a peak of about 20 Gbps and 10 Gbps,
respectively. We con�gure both attacks to last for 5min. The sudden
drop in attack for the NTP tra�c is due to a �apping BGP session
with our transit provider because of the saturation of our measure-
ment interface. The majority of NTP tra�c (80.81%) is delivered
by our transit provider, the remaining 19.19% are received over
the IXP peering. Interestingly, 45.55% of the peering tra�c (8.73%
over all) is coming from one AS while the median share per peer
is 0.22%. Through the observations of the Memcached attack, we
notice a shift of more tra�c being transfered via the IXP peering
(88.59%), while one member alone accounts for 33.58% of the total
attack tra�c. We assume that at the time this speci�c IXP member
was exploited for Memcached ampli�cation attacks. The observed
tra�c rates are signi�cantly larger than the non-VIP booter attacks,
but never reach the claimed bandwidth nor the advertised multi-
plication factors. Indeed, we experience only roughly 25% of the
tra�c rate compared to that which was advertised.
Ampli�cation overlap. Next we study how the di�erent booters
are related and to what extent they share the same ampli�ers. We fo-
cus on NTP ampli�cation attacks and compare the sets of re�ectors
used for the attacks. Figure 1(c) depicts 16 independent self-attacks
and the overlap of the NTP re�ectors sorted by date. We �nd stable
set of re�ectors for Booter B with moderate churn of around 30%
over a time frame of two weeks (1), which suddenly uses a new
set of re�ectors (for booter B from 18-06-12 to 18-06-13). We also
observe a churning set of re�ectors over a long period (2). The part
marked by (3) shows same day measurements with a high overlap,
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More expensive, VIP services 
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(a) DDoS attacks by paid non-VIP services. (b) Selected DDoS, measured at the IXP. (c) Overlap of NTP re�ectors over time.

Figure 1: Measurements of Self-Attacks

network bandwidth is available to minimize the in�uence on other
IXP members, (e) use an experimental AS with no customer tra�c,
(f) utilize an unused /24 pre�x that was allocated and announced
only for the experiment, (g) are prepared to shut down the experi-
mental AS and immediately stop attack tra�c by withdrawing and
blackholing the /24 in case of unexpected high tra�c volumes or
IXP members being negatively e�ected by our experiment (never
occurred), and (h) minimize the experiment duration.

3.2 Self-Attack Observations
Attack tra�c of non-VIP services. We show the results of 10
self-attacks on our measurement platform by non-VIP booter ser-
vices in Figure 1(a). It shows the received tra�c volume per second
(y-axis) for each attack. On the x-axis we display the number of
observed re�ectors (left plot) together with the number of neigh-
boring ASes from which we receive the tra�c (right plot). Each
data point represents one second of a measurement. In terms of
attack tra�c volume, we �nd that during the attacks tra�c levels
of up to ⇠2000Mbps are prevalent with a mean of 1440Mbps but
booters B and A peak at 7078 Mbps. These are the highest tra�c
levels reported during a non-VIP booter attack to date [47]. When
we focus on the number of re�ectors and peers from which the
tra�c is coming, we �nd that most booter attacks utilize between
⇠100 and ⇠1000 re�ectors distributed over 20–55 peer ASes (avg.
346 and 27 respectively). However, when we instantiate booter B
to use the connectionless LDAP (CLDAP) protocol the number of
re�ectors is 3519 distributed across 72 peer ASes. Thus, we learn
that the protocol used for ampli�cation seems to have an e�ect
on the number of re�ectors and IXP members transmitting tra�c.
Finally, we observe that NTP ampli�cation attacks are the most
potent attacks delivered by the booters included in our tests.

We next study how the attack tra�c is handed over to our AS at
the IXP, i.e., which fraction is received via transit and via peering.
To �rst study the maximum tra�c that can be received via peering
at the present IXP, we perform three attacks solely via IXP peering
and with disabled transit link (indicated as “no transit”) in Figure 4).
This enforces the usage of peering links even if the transit link
would have been a better routing option. In this case, the number
of individual IXP members (peers) sending tra�c increases from
below 30 to above 40 when the transit link is deactivated. While the
handover tra�c spreads now over more peers, the absence of a full

routing table limits the reachability of our AS when the transit link
is disabled. Consequently, we receive less attack tra�c, e.g., the
NTP attack volume of booter A decreases from up to 7 Gbps to less
than 3 Gbps (see Figure 1(a)). For NTP attacks with enabled transit,
we now receive most tra�c through the transit link (avg. 80.81%)
compared to the multilateral peerings at the IXP (avg. 19.19%).
Thus, the attack tra�c volumes reported in Section 4 captured at
the peering platform of the IXP will likely underestimate the true
attack sizes as the traces do not contain the customers’ transit links.
Attack tra�c of VIP services. Booter services advertise higher
priced premium services. For booter B, VIP o�erings charge 178.84$
compared to 19.83$ and promise higher attack tra�c rates of 80–100
Gbps instead of 8–12 Gbps for non-VIP services. We validate this
claim and launch two VIP attacks from booter B. In Figure 1(b), we
show that the NTP (blue line) and Memcached (red line) attacks
generated tra�c rates with a peak of about 20 Gbps and 10 Gbps,
respectively. We con�gure both attacks to last for 5min. The sudden
drop in attack for the NTP tra�c is due to a �apping BGP session
with our transit provider because of the saturation of our measure-
ment interface. The majority of NTP tra�c (80.81%) is delivered
by our transit provider, the remaining 19.19% are received over
the IXP peering. Interestingly, 45.55% of the peering tra�c (8.73%
over all) is coming from one AS while the median share per peer
is 0.22%. Through the observations of the Memcached attack, we
notice a shift of more tra�c being transfered via the IXP peering
(88.59%), while one member alone accounts for 33.58% of the total
attack tra�c. We assume that at the time this speci�c IXP member
was exploited for Memcached ampli�cation attacks. The observed
tra�c rates are signi�cantly larger than the non-VIP booter attacks,
but never reach the claimed bandwidth nor the advertised multi-
plication factors. Indeed, we experience only roughly 25% of the
tra�c rate compared to that which was advertised.
Ampli�cation overlap. Next we study how the di�erent booters
are related and to what extent they share the same ampli�ers. We fo-
cus on NTP ampli�cation attacks and compare the sets of re�ectors
used for the attacks. Figure 1(c) depicts 16 independent self-attacks
and the overlap of the NTP re�ectors sorted by date. We �nd stable
set of re�ectors for Booter B with moderate churn of around 30%
over a time frame of two weeks (1), which suddenly uses a new
set of re�ectors (for booter B from 18-06-12 to 18-06-13). We also
observe a churning set of re�ectors over a long period (2). The part
marked by (3) shows same day measurements with a high overlap,

Almost immediate start 
controlled stop 
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It works 
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We’re not the only ones knowing that 
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December 2018 

15 booter domains 
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u  Data: weekly snapshots of all 140M .com/.net/.org domain 
§  DNS 
§  HTTPS 
§  August 2016 – April 2019 

u  Keyword search: “booter”, “stresser”, “ddos-as-a-service”, … 
(following booterblacklist.com) 

u  àMany alternative (non-seized) booter sites exist 
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Domain Perspective on FBI Takedown 
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Popularity of Seized Booter Websites 

Seized booter papers popular, but not the most popular ones  

DDoS Hide & Seek: On the E�ectiveness of a Booter Services Takedown IMC ’19, October 21–23, 2019, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Takeaway. NTP-based DDoS tra�c is prevalent at all three vantage
points and can be classi�ed using the proposed criteria. The observed
attacks involve tra�c rates of up to 600 Gbps—often generated by a
large number of re�ectors—during our observation period. The extent
and size of DDoS attacks we observe raises the question of whether
the takedown of booters has an e�ect on the attack tra�c in general.

5 FBI TAKEDOWN OF 15 BOOTERS
On December 19, 2018 the FBI seized the domains of 15 booter web-
sites (e.g., critical-boot.com or quantumstress.net) [56]. All booters
seized were tested by the FBI prior to the takedown and “the FBI
determined that these types of services can and have caused dis-
ruptions of networks at all levels” [56]. Smaller seizures of single
booter domains had occurred previously, e.g., the seizure of web-
stresser.org with more than 138k registered users by investigators
in the U.S., U.K. and the Netherlands in 2018 [28]. Beyond domain
seizures, booter users and operators can face legal actions [30], e.g.,
the operator of Titanium Stresser was sentenced to years in prison
in 2017 [27]. Next we focus on studying the e�ects of seizures on
the overall DDoS attack tra�c. That is, do booter take downs result
in a signi�cant reduction in DDoS attack tra�c?

5.1 Domain Perspective on Takedown
First, we take a control plane perspective on the available booter
domains. We use weekly snapshots of all .com/.net/.org domains to
identify booter websites by keyword matching following [46] (e.g.,
“booter”, “stresser”, “ddos-as-a-service”). This gives us an overview
of booter domains before and after the takedown. We identi�ed 58
booter .com/.net/.org domains by manually visiting and verifying
each domain matching the keyword search. Using daily snapshots
of the Alexa Top 1M list [48], we rank the identi�ed booter domains
by their median Alexa rank over each month, shown in Figure 3.
Booter domains that were seized in December are highlighted. We
observe the booter domains in the Alexa Top 1M to grow over time.
Seized domains have a high Alexa rank but not the highest among
all booter domains—notably they occasionally still appear in the top
1M list (likely as a result of press reports pointing to those domains).
Thus, despite the seizure of 15 domains, many alternative booter
sites exist. Following this, we select booter domains matching our
keyword search after the takedown. In this way, we identi�ed a
new domain for the seized booter A that became active after the
takedown and entered the global Alexa Top 1M list on December
22—just three days after the seizure of their old domain. The new
domain was registered in June 2018 but remained unused until
the takedown. Our account credentials registered with the seized
domain still work with the new domain (at the time of this writing).

5.2 Tra�c Perspective on Takedown
For studying any data plane e�ects of the recent mass-seizure in
2018 at our vantage points, we do a time series analysis of 122 days
beginning at Sep. 30, 2018 and ending at Jan. 30, 2019, spanning the
seizure of the domains on Dec. 19, 2018. We calculate the following
metrics: (a)wt30/wt40 is a boolean metric indicating whether a one-
tailed Welsh unequal variances test comparing the daily sum of
packets 30/40 days before and 30/40 days after the takedown �nds
any signi�cant di�erence at p = 0.05; (b) red30/red40 is the ratio of

Figure 3: Booter domains in the Alexa Top 1M by rank.

the daily average of sums of packets 30/40 days before and 30/40
days after the takedown. Using these metrics, we investigate any
combination of suspicious protocol ports (NTP, memcached, DNS,
etc.) as source or destination port (to or from re�ectors) for ingress
and egress tra�c. We start with a discussion of tra�c to DDoS
re�ectors, as we found signi�cant changes for this type of tra�c.
Memcached tra�c to re�ectors. Memcached remains a popular
attack vector due to its unsurpassed ampli�cation factor. As Mem-
cached is a AS-internal object caching daemon, it is not expected
to appear in regular inter-domain tra�c. Consequently, we assume
that any UDP tra�c with Memcached target port number 11211 is
tra�c �owing to a DDoS memcached re�ector and accept possible
noise added by scanning or other applications using the port. We
investigate the number of packets to memcached re�ectors for the
IXP vantage point in Figure 4 (top). A statistically signi�cant reduc-
tion can be found for the 30 day window (wt30) as well as for the 40
day window (wt40). The average daily number of packets after the
takedown is 22.50% (red30) and 27.72% (red40) compared to before.
A comparable and signi�cant reduction was found for the tier-2
ISP as well (wt30/wt40 =True, red30 = 7.34%, red40 = 4.99%).
NTP tra�c to re�ectors. NTP is a leading ampli�cation vector
due to the high number of open NTP re�ectors. We compare tra�c
to NTP re�ectors under the assumption that any tra�c with UDP
target port 123 is a spoofed packet for triggering an attack, i.e., in-
cluding false negatives such as legitimate NTP requests. Even when
accepting this unquanti�able amount of noise, we �nd signi�cant
reductions of tra�c to NTP re�ectors for the ISP vantage point (see
4, middle). After the seizure, the number of packets falls to 39.68%
(red30) and 26.97% (red40) respectively. The same is true for the IXP
vantage point (wt30/wt40 =True, red30 = 22.5%, red40 = 27.72%).
DNS tra�c to re�ectors. Similiar to NTP andMemcached, DNS is
abused for DDoS as a re�ector. However, separating the comparably
large share of legitimate from illegitimate requests is di�cult. Thus,
our results for DNS request packets at the Tier-2 ISP’s vantage
point (Fig. 4, bottom) are not as visually impressive as for other
vectors. Nevertheless, we �nd a statistically signi�cant reduction
of tra�c levels in both time windows (wt30/wt40). In the week after
the seizure, DNS requests fall to a global minimum. The overall
reduction is larger than 20% (red30/red40). No reduction could be
found for the IXP vantage point.
No signi�cant reduction of attack volumes or number of sys-
tems attacked. A surprising �nding of this work is that we �nd
signi�cant reductions for tra�c �owing to DDoS re�ectors, but
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Vantage Points 
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470 M flows 
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u  311K destinations (Tier-1 ISP: 36K , Tier-2 ISP: 95K , IXP: 244K) that 
receive NTP reflection traffic 

u  Conservative filtering / view: 69k destinations 
u  224 victims receives > 100 Gbps, 

5 > 300 Gbps  
1 > 600 Gbps  
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IXP: Systems under NTP DDoS attack per hour IMC ’19, October 21–23, 2019, Amsterdam, Netherlands Daniel Kopp, Ma�hias Wichtlhuber, Ingmar Poese, Jair Santanna, Oliver Hohlfeld and Christoph Dietzel

Figure 4: Selected signi�cant changes in tra�c before and af-
ter the takedown;wt30/wt40: signi�cant lower packet counts
at p = 0.05 when comparing 30/40 days before and after the
takedown; red30/red40: ratio of dailymean 30/40 days before
and 30/40 days after the takedown.

no signi�cant reduction in attack tra�c from re�ectors to victims,
or in the number of systems attacked. In order to minimize the
probability of false conclusions with respect to this �nding, we use
the knowledge of NTP DDoS tra�c characteristics from Section
4 to compose a �lter for the number of systems under attack (see
Fig. 5). We isolate all IPs receiving NTP tra�c with packets > 200
bytes packet size from more than  10 hosts with more than 1 Gbps
tra�c peak. We do not �nd a signi�cant reduction of the number
of systems attacked (wt30/wt40).
Takeaway. The tra�c patterns observed show a correlation with the
FBI seizure. We �nd signi�cant reductions of DDoS tra�c to possible
DNS, NTP, and Memcached re�ectors around the takedown operation.
Nevertheless, we could not �nd any signi�cant reduction of tra�c from
re�ectors to victims. To exclude false positives, we use more reliable
�lters for NTP DDoS learned from our self-attacks, which shows no
signi�cant reduction after the takedown. We conclude that seizing the
front-end of Booter services does not improve the situation for DDoS
victims, as the underlying infrastructure of re�ectors remains online
and can be utilized by third-parties without disruption.

Figure 5: Systems under NTP DDoS attack per hour.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies for the �rst time the e�ect of booter-based DDoS
attacks through the lens of a major IXP, a tier-1 ISP, and a tier-2
ISP—with a focus on the e�ects of an FBI takedown of 15 booter
websites in Dec. 2018. By purchasing attacks against our own infras-
tructure from 4 popular booters, we study booter capabilities. The
attack tra�c levels generated by cheaper non-VIP services are con-
siderably higher than reported in related work (avg. 1.4 Gbps) [47].
We are the �rst to report the capabilities of a premium (VIP) booter
service that peaks at 20Gbps while promising 60-80Gbps. In our
data sets, we observe NTP-based DDoS attack tra�c to be prevalent
at all three vantage points. The attacks observed involve substan-
tial tra�c rates of up to 600Gbps during our observation period.
To study if booter takedowns of law enforcement agencies help
to reduce the attack tra�c, we analyze the e�ect of an FBI-led
mass-seizure of 15 booter domains in Dec. 2018 on NTP, DNS, and
Memcached-based DDoS attacks. We reveal that the takedown im-
mediately had an e�ect on the DDoS ampli�cation tra�c especially
re�ectors. However, it did not have any signi�cant e�ect on DDoS
tra�c hitting victims or on the number of attacks observed. This
shows that only seizing the front end is not enough as the under-
lying infrastructure of re�ectors remains online and is utilized by
third parties. Moreover, we found at least one booter to become ac-
tive under a new domain shortly after the seizure, while the number
of booter service domains in total increased over the measurement
period despite the seizure. Our study aims to inform network op-
erators to better understand the current threat-level, but also law
enforcement agencies to recognize the need of additional e�orts to
shut down or block open re�ectors. Since our study is limited to
technical parameters, the question arises whether this is su�cient
to assess the health of the booter ecosystem. This motivates the
need to better study the e�ects of law enforcement on the booter
economy, e.g., on infrastructures, �nancing, or involved entities.
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u  Data: weekly snapshots of all 140M .com/.net/.org domain 
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§  HTTPS 

u  Keyword search: “booter”, “stresser”, “ddos-as-a-service”, … 
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§  Even our login credentials still work ;) 
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u  Booters: user friendly and cheap way to launch DDoS attacks 
§  You mostly get what you pay for 

u  There is lots of DDoS attack traffic in the Internet 

u  Law enforcement action in December 2018 had little success 
§  One booter became active quickly after take down 
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